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ECONOMICS

JOURNAL OF HUMAN CAPITAL

The Journal of Human Capital

Audience

Economists in all fields, policy analysts, social scientists, education administrators, economic development professionals, health professionals, technology transfer specialists, and scientists and legal scholars interested in the role of education and human capital.

Board of Editors:

Robert Hall, James Heckman, Robert Lucas, Kevin Murphy, Edward Prescott, and Nancy Stokey

Editor-in-Chief: Isaac Ehrlich

Email: journalofhumancapital@press.uchicago.edu

Volume 7 content covers 2011

400 pages/volume

Annual

Volume 9 content covers 2012

500 pages/volume

NBER ISM

ISSN: 1932-8575 E-ISSN: 1932-8664

Four issues/year

Add Postage: Canadian subscribers: $8.00. Rest of world subscribers: $8.00.

Institutions

Individual $53 $60 n/a $18

Student $30 n/a $18

Corporate $172 $191

Government/Nonprofit $156 $173

Secondary Schools $146 $162

Public Library $146 $162

Museums $146 $162

Community College $156 $173

Very Small Higher Education $172 $191

Small Higher Education $172 $191

Medium Higher Education $172 $191

Large Higher Education $198 $220

Very Large Higher Education $240 $267

For additional information about the Current Scholarship Program, please contact JSTOR or visit the website: http://about.jstor.org/csp

New in 2013! Chicago Journals e-Reader Editions

Beginning in 2013, institutional subscribers and members will be able to download individual issues of UCP journals for iPhone, iPad, Kindle, or Android.

Visit journals.uchicago.edu/journals for information and updates.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE

Journals.uchicago.edu/EDCC
Economists and social science researchers focusing on developing countries. publishes both papers with new broad range of topics within economic development. that use appropriate data to test theoretical models and to explore policy impacts related to a effects of various dimensions of economic development and cultural change.

Economic Development and Cultural Change

ISSN: 0013-0079 E-ISSN: 1539-2988
Four issues/year

John Strauss
Add Postage: Canadian subscribers: $12.00. Rest of world subscribers: $12.00. Electronic + Print Multiyear subscriptions: 2 year, 10% discount; 3 year, 15% discount.

Individual $66 $74 $67 $22
Student $37 n/a n/a
Corporate $309 $363
Government/Nonprofit $295 $347
Community College $295 $347
Small Higher Education $309 $363
Large Higher Education $580 $682

2011 Journal Citation Reports
Impact Factor: 0.980

The Journal of Labor Economics

ISSN: 0022-2186 E-ISSN: 1537-5285
175 pages/issue Founded: 1958

Sponsors: Society of Labor Economists (SOLE) and the National Opinion Research Center (NORC)
Editors: Leonardo Bursztyn and Lucas C. Coffman: The Schooling Decision: Schooling, ability, and earnings
Audience: Economists, policy analysts, and students of education.

The Journal of Labor Economics

Established in 1958, one of the oldest and most prestigious journals in economics, the Journal of Labor Economics has since then published some of the most influential and widely cited articles in these areas.

THE JOURNAL OF LAW AND ECONOMICS

Journals.uchicago.edu/JLE journals.uchicago.edu/JPE

One of the oldest and most prestigious journals in economics, the Journal of Political Economy has since then published some of the most influential and widely cited articles in these areas.

The Journal of Law and Economics

建立 in 1958, one of the oldest and most prestigious journals in economics, the Journal of Political Economy has since then published some of the most influential and widely cited articles in these areas.

JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY

ISSN:  0022-2186 E-ISSN:  1537-5285
1427 E. 60th Street, Rm. 353

The Journal of Political Economy

Six issues/year

Librarian Recommendation Form

To: Librarian/Library Acquisition Committee
From:
Department/Office:
Email/Notes:

I recommend the library subscribe to the following:
- Economics Development and Cultural Change
- Journal of Labor Economics
- Journal of the Journal of Political Economy
- Journal of the Journal of Political Economy
- Journal of Political Economy

2011 Washington & Lee University Law School

The Journal of Law and Economics

Established in 1958, one of the oldest and most prestigious journals in economics, the Journal of Political Economy has since then published some of the most influential and widely cited articles in these areas.

THE JOURNAL OF LAW AND ECONOMICS

Sponsors: Society of Labor Economists (SOLE) and the National Opinion Research Center (NORC)
Editors: Leonardo Bursztyn and Lucas C. Coffman: The Schooling Decision: Schooling, ability, and earnings
Audience: Economists, policy analysts, and students of education.
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Institutional Subscriptions
The University of Chicago Press is a participant in the JSTOR Current Scholarship Program. Institutional subscriptions to the JSTOR Full Run of the Journal, from volume 1, issue 1 through the current issue, include seamless access to other publishers.

The NBER Macroeconomics Annuals are designed to bring together theoretical and empirical work on human capital and its expanding economic and social roles in the contemporary knowledge economy. Each important journal aims to explore the role human capital plays in the production, allocation, and distribution of economic resources and in supporting long-term economic growth and development. This important journal aims to explore the role human capital plays in the production, allocation, and distribution of economic resources and in supporting long-term economic growth and development.

Board of Editors:
Daron Acemoglu, Gary Becker, Mark Bils, George Borjas, Michael Charron, Charles Cline, Robert Hall, James Heckman, Robert Lucas, Edward Prescott, and Nancy Stokey

Contact JSTOR
Phone: (773) 834-8067
Fax: (773) 834-8067
Email: journalofhumancapital@press.uchicago.edu

New in 2013! Chicago Journals e-Reader Editions
Download individual issues of UCP journals for iPhone, iPad, Kindle, or Android.

For more information and updates, visit journals.uchicago.edu/ereader
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Institutional Subscriptions
The University of Chicago Press is a participant in the JSTOR Current Scholarship Program. Participation in the Current Scholarship Program provides access to the latest issues of more than 200 high-impact journals from a variety of fields in business, economics, and other disciplines.

Institutional subscriptions to journals published by the University of Chicago Press come with standing access to current and historical content on a single, familiar platform and have the ability to subscribe to all journals.
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Electronic

Print

Oasis

E-ISSN: 1537-2642
ISSN: 0889-3365
Volume 27 content covers 2012
400 pages/volume
Annual
NBER MA
journals.uchicago.edu/MA
E-ISSN: 2150-8372
ISSN: 1681-0892
Volume 26 content covers 2011
500 pages/volume
Annual
NBER ISM
journals.uchicago.edu/ISM
E-ISSN: 1932-8575
ISSN: 1932-8664
160 pages/issue Founded: 2007

Audience
Academics, business, and government economists, and policy professionals.

Economists in all fields, public policy analysts, social scientists, education professionals, economic development professionals, health professionals, technology transfer specialists, and scientists and legal scholars interested in the role of patents and intellectual capital.

U.S.A.
New York, NY 10008-7159
P.O. Box 7159
Attn: Fulfillment Dept.
JSTOR
Contact JSTOR

Electronic + Print

Single

Corporate $196
Government/Nonprofit $176
Secondary Schools $167
Public Library $167
Museums $167
Very Large Higher Education $275
Community College $176
Very Small Higher Education $196
Small Higher Education $196
Medium Higher Education $196
Large Higher Education $225

Student $30
Individual $53


Electronic Only

Print Only


The NBER Macroeconomics Annuals provide a forum for important debates in contemporary macroeconomics and policy. The journal offers readers an opportunity to examine leading research on topics of current relevance, including monetary, financial, and fiscal macroeconomic policies and the roles that federal, state, and local government institutions play in supporting economic growth and economic stability. The annual Macroeconomics Annuals present new research on the role that the federal government plays in promoting economic growth and stability in the United States.
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Academics, business, and government economists, and policy professionals.
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ECONOMICS 2013

Beginning in 2013, Chicago Journals e-Reader Editions

Be assured of digital preservation, postcancellation access, and COUNTER-compliant usage reports.